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All over the world today, Christians are gathering to celebrate
the miracle of Easter* And what a wonderful celebration it is! We
come together on grassy knolls, on sandy beaches- and on mountain
tops, as well as in our regular places of worship. We come to churches
fairly bursting with people and bubbling over with the most glorious
and triumphant music ever written. And, as we let that music, and the
prayers, and the Easter story surround us with the joy and wonder of
this very special day, our hearts are filled with a melody of their
very own. Even on days like today, when the weather fails to co-oper
ate, there is still plenty of sunshine—in our hearts and on our
faces. For most of us, the celebration of Easter is one of life's great
and wonderful experiences.

But this morning, I would like you to consider an even greater
experience; an experience that can be yours every day of the year,
filling your life with the joy, and the power, and the peace of Easter.
To celebrate Easter is a wonderful thing, but more wonderful still—
and more important—is to believe in Easter; to live it day by day.
And that is what I would like us to think about now.

First of all, to believe in Easter is to believe in a triumphant
God. For Easter proclaims, as nothing else can, that God is more than
just the Creator of the universe. He is its Ruler as well. And that,
my friends, is a message all of us need to hear again from time to
time. For, when things are going well, we tend to congratulate our
selves and to deny—or at least ignore—our need for God. And when
things go badly, we often feel sorry for ourselves and suppose either
that God is dead or that He obviously does not care. Either way, we
wind up like the eighteenth century Deists, who likened God to a great
cosmic clockmaker; one who fashioned this wonderful universe, but then
wound it up and left it to run all by itself„

Like them, most of us are willing enough to recognize God in the
wonders of creation. Some may even accept the stories we find in the
Bible about His activities long ago. But, for all practical purposes,
many of us live our daily lives as if God did not exist; or as if His
only function were to watch sympathetically, but helplessly, as we go
through life on our own. "Miracles just don't happen anymore," we say,
"if, indeed, they ever did." And, in saying that, we rob our lives of
the one thing that makes a miracle possible—faith.

But Easter proclaims that God is not dead, not gone, and not
disinterested. Easter proclaims that God is alive and that He still
rules over His creation. To believe in Easter, is not only to believe
in some kind of personal survival after death. It is to believe in the
triumph of God in the universe, itself. To believe that the God who
created the heavens and the earth is alive and unconquerable. That His
plans may be thwarted, delayed, and detoured, but cannot be permanently
defeated. That sooner or later, His Will is, indeed, done on earth as
it is in Heaven.












